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Abstract 
The paper is devoted to the spectrum of univariate randomly sampled autoregressive 
moving-average (ARMA) models. We determine precisely matrix representations for the spec- 
trum numerator coefficients of the randomly sampled ARMA models. We give results when the 
poles of the initial ARMA model are simple and when they are multiple. We first prove the 
results when the probability generating function of the random sampling law is injective, then 
we precise the results when it is not injective. 
Keq+vords; Models randomly sampled; Univariate ARMA models; Covariance generating 
function; Zeros; Poles 
1. Introduction 
Let X = (Xt)lE~ be a real-valued second-order stationary process with zero-mean, 
satisfying an autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model. Suppose that the pro- 
cess is sampled by a random walk T = (Tn)neL with values in Z, independent of X. 
Denote the randomly sampled process x” = (X,Jnth. Let us consider the situation 
where the alone available data are from the process 2. One could be interested in 
recovering the covariance properties of the original process X. According to Shapiro 
and Silverman (1990), we know that the univalence of the sampling probability 
generating function is sufficient to allow unique recovering of the covariance function 
of X. Hence the study of the model structure of the process x” arises. Robinson (1980) 
proves that when X is an ARMA, 2 is also an ARMA. Oppenheim (1983) proves the 
same result for multivariate ARMA processes. 
In the present paper, we explicit the rational spectrum of the process x’, when X is 
an ARMA. More precisely, we determine the MA part of the process 2. The AR part 
is given in Robinson (1980) where a functional relation between the poles of X (the 
roots of the AR part) and those of 2 is derived. The problem of the zeros of 2 (the 
roots of the MA part) still arises. The study of some simple examples in Kadi et al. 
(1991) explores the behaviour of these zeros and gives some numerical results and 
figures. Contrary to poles, it is not easy to give an explicit function between the 
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randomly sampled model zeros and the initial model ones. However, we are now able 
to determine exactly the polynomial from which the zeros of x” and their inverses are 
the roots. 
Another interesting problem in random sampling situation is the estimation of the 
second-order characteristics of the process X using directly the observations from the 
process x’. An extensive literature already exists for this statistical problem; see for 
instance Bloomheld (1970), Brillinger (1983), Dunsmuir (1981, 1983a, b), Dunsmuir 
and Robinson (1981a, b,c), Marshall (1980), Parzen (1963), Robinson (1983), Toloi 
and Morettin (1993). 
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce some 
definitions and recall some results about randomly sampled ARMA models. In 
Section 3.1, we derive the autocovariance generating function of X for initial ARMA 
process with simple poles. We examine results when the sampling probability generat- 
ing function is injective and when it is non-injective. We give matrix representations of 
the autocovariance generating function coefficients in terms of the initial ARMA 
model parameters and of the sampling distribution convolution law. Section 3.2 is 
devoted to ARMA models with multiple poles. In Section 4, we give some simple 
examples. 
2. PreIiminaries 
Let E = (~~)~~z be a zero-mean real-valued white noise, with finite variance 
02 = E(E2) Let x = (X ) E f . t tEe be a univariate zero-mean second-order stationary pro- 
cess satisfying the ARMA( p, q) equation: 
~ 4jX,_j = ~ Oj&t_j, te:E, with&=&=l. (1) 
j=O j=O 
Denote the AR polynomial by G(z) = CT=, 4jzp-i and the MA polynomial by 
8(z) = ‘& Oj~-? We will refer to the roots of @ as the poles of the model and to the 
roots of 8 as the zeros of the model. The poles will be denoted by (rj). Denote the 
autocovariance generating function of the process X by C,(z) = Chsz Cx(h)zFh, where 
C&) = E(XOXh). 
Consider now a sampling process T = (Tm)nE~ where the random variables 
(T,+, - Tn),,sL are mutually independent and identically distributed. Denote by L the 
distribution of (T. + 1 - T,)andbyLj= P(T,+, - Tm = j). Let i(z) = CT==, Ljzj be the 
probability generating function of L which is assumed to be defined in a domain 
including the unit disk; 1 is the smallest integer such that L1 # 0. Denote by L*” the 
convolution of the distribution function L with itself, h times. 
The sampled process 2 = (X&z is defined by 
2, = XT,, nfsif. (2) 
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We assume the following assumptions: 
the roots of the polynomial @ are inside the unit circle; 
the roots of the polynomial 0 are inside or on the unit circle; 
@ and 0 have no common factor; 
To = 0; 
the support of L is N*; 
the sampling process T is independent of X. 
Let us now recall some results on randomly sampled ARMA models: 
(i) The process 2 is an ARMA(p,p - 1) (see Robinson, 1980). 
Since X has a rational spectrum, there exists a in IO, l[ such that ex exists in the 
ring ]a, u-l [. Then the following result holds. 
(ii) The autocovariance generating function of x” exists for all z in the ring ] a, a- ’ [ 
&> 6,(x) dx 
1 - z&c) + 1 - z- IL(x) x > 1 - Gm (3) 
C, is the circle of radius y with a < y < min()z),lzl-‘) (see Oppenheim, 1983). 
As 6,- is rational, we have 
&(z) _ &zmf’) - _ 
@(z)6(z-1)~ 
(iii) The roots Fj of the polynomial i(z) are given by Fj = L(rj). 
Before starting the next section, we need a technical emma which will be useful in 
the proofs. Denote by J the Jordan square matrice of finite dimension 
0 0 0 *** 0 
1 0 0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
00010 
The dimension of J will be specified in every case. Note that the matrix J is nilpotent 
of order equal to its dimension. 
We admit to set as notation 
Jj= J-j ifj< 0. 
Lemma. Let P and Q be the two polynomials of degree m, P(z) = xyC0 aj.G and 
Q(Z) = Cy=, bjzj. Then the coeficients cj of the expression P(z)Q(z-‘) are 
Cj=‘aJjb ifj>O and Cj=‘a’J’b ifj<O 
with a = ‘(ao,ul, . . . . a,) and b = ‘(b,, bl, . . . . b,). 
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3. Zeros of randomly sampled ARMA models 
3.1. ARMA models with simple poles 
Let us introduce the following notations. 
6(Z) = If=‘=, JiZpei is the AR characteristic polynomial of J? and set 
I$= (l,&,...JJ. 
&(j)(,) = n cz _ i(rh)) = pi1 Jpzp-l-i with 6:“ = 1 VIE {1,2 ,..., p}. 
h#j i=O 
In fact, the polynomial 6(j) agrees with the characteristic polynomial of the randomly 
sampled process x” without the root ZZ(rj). 
Rj = 
r,P-lO(rj)O(r,T1) 
@(j)(rj)@(r,T ‘) 
and R = ‘(RI, R,, . . . . Rp). 
A is of dimension (p + 1) x p. 
Si (-q < i < q) is the coefficient of xi in the product O(x)O(xM1) and we have 
& = $-i ViE(l,2, . ..) q). We set ‘9 = (9,, 9,+ 1, . . . . 9,) when q 3 p. 
cpi (-p < i < p) is the coefficient of xi in the product @(x)@(x-‘) and ‘pi = q-i 
ViE{1,2 ,..., p}. 
Set’cp’ = (&,cp;,..., q;_,); the components of the vector cp’ are the first coefficients 
of the series (CFTo (Pp-iX2p-i)-1. 
Define A, = CqIf Lj J’. 
The first main result is as follows. 
Theorem 1. Assume that the poles of X are simple and that (q - p) >, 0. Then the 
autocovariance generating function of the process r? is 
&z) = 0,” 
,qz! (p+n) 9;.(+> 8, L)z’ 
ng=,(l - Z.L(Vj))(l - Z-Ii(r 
with sj = 9”-j, VjE { 1,2, . . . , n + p}, n is the highest integer such that nl f q - p, 
and 
3j(+, O, L, = 
i 
3jAR’(4t~,L) + gj+n+p (4,&L) Vj~{O,L...,p- 11, 
$, 
,+,+,(4,&L) vj’J‘E{P, ...*P + n>, 
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where 
ji!AR)= ‘R’A(Jj+‘Jj)~-(C~=,R,)‘~~j~ VjE{O,l,...,p- l}, 
J 
s”,(4,0,L) = f: (‘sd;l-h~‘)(‘~JP-“-h’~) Vji{O, 1, . . ..p + n}. 
h=O 
Proof. We proceed to the calculation of Cf (see formula (3)) by residues. As X is an 
ARMA process, 
C,(x) = 
a,ZO(X)O(X- ‘) 
@(x)@(x_ ‘) 
with 
Q(X) = JIjl (X - rj), @(X)@(X-l) = i CpjX’, O(X)@(Xpl) = i siXi, 
i= -p i= -q 
We have then 
C,-(z) = $ 
[ s g!, 9q_jx2q-j 217c c, xq-p+l,g= 1 (x - rj)(l - XTj) 
1 1 
X 
1 - zL(x) + 1 - z- ‘L(x) 1 1 dx - C,(O). 
For 1x1 d y, we have Ii(x)1 G y < min(lzl,lzl~‘); therefore 1 - zi(x) # 0 and 
1 - z- Ii(x) # 0. So the expression under the integral sign has as poles zero and the 
roots rj Of a(X). 
We have to compute the three terms on the right-hand side of formula (3): 
(a) The first term is equal to 
2 
0, 
s 
xP-~O(X)O(X-~) dx - 
2irc n,“=, (X - rj)(l - Xrj) 1 - zL(X) 
or 
2 Cam, ,q_iX2q-i 
- 
;n 
s 
.q-p:1 ci”=“, cpp_ix2p-’ 1 -:(x). 
The residue at the simple pole rj is the constant term in the expansion of 
X “m’o(x)o(x-l) 1 
nh#j(x - rh) nh(’ - xrh) (1 - k(X)) 
in powers of (x - rj); thus it is 
rf-‘t3(rj)O(rj’) 1 
nh+j(rj - rh) nh(’ - rhrj) 1 - ii 
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with 
rf-‘o(rj)o(r,~‘) 
flh+j(rj - rh) FIh(l - rhrj) 
= Rj. 
The residue at the pole zero (this occurs when 9 - p + 1 > 0) is the coefficient of x4-p 
in the expansion of 
Cab, $q_iXz4-' 1 
CfLY, Cpp-ix2p-i 1 - Zi(X) (4) 
in powers of x. 
Since (1 - zL^(x))- l may be expanded into 
f (ZJQX) lh, 
h=O 
and as (L(x))~ = L*“(x) = CJ?!,, Lf”d, the regular part of the expansion of 
(1 - z~(x))- 1 in powers of x at order (q - p) is 
where n is the highest integer such that nl 5 (q - p). Now, to obtain the regular part in 
the expansion of (4), we need only to express 
or 
We find that the residue at the pole zero is a polynomial in z of degree n, and using the 
lemma, the coefficient of sh is 
4-p 
Let us denote by (%‘)(4 8 L)) oljs<n the coefficients in z of the residue at zero. 
(b) To compute the sedond term on the right-hand side of formula (3), we need only 
replace l/z by Z. 
(c) The last term C,(O) on the right-hand side of formula (3) is equal to 
1 
.s 
CX 69 dx - ___- 
2t7t c, .X 
and the residue of this integral is Es= 1 Rj. 
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It follows from (a)-(c) that the autocovariance generating function of the process 
r? is 
cfm = li R’ 
j=l 1 - ZL(rj) 
+ j$l 1 _ zIl:i(r.) - , j$l Rj + i @“‘($,e, L)zj. 
j= -n 
Now, we express the difference 
o;2 f?~(~) - i $o)($, 8, ~)~j . 
1 j= -n 
(5) 
After reduction to the same denominator, we obtain as numerator in the expression (5) 
j$l Rj hQj (1 - ziCrh)I) n (1 - Z- li(rh)) 
h 
+ 
( 
i Rj n (1 - z-%(rh)) n(l - z&) 
j= 1 h#j ) h 
- 
( ) 
j$l Rj v (1 - ZL^(rh))(l - Z-‘L^(rh)). 
The polynomial If= 1 Rj flh+j(l - zL^(rh)) is equal 
‘f Rj(zp-‘B’i’(f))=;$ ($1 Rj@j))zi. 
j= 1 
Set 
&+ = i R,&(j) Vli~ (0,1,2, . . . . p - l}, 
j=l 
(6) 
to 
the vector l(fi, $:, . . . , a- 1, 0) may be written in a matrix form: A x R (the matrix 
A and the vector R are introduced in the notations). 
Now we have 
jgl Rj hGj (1 - zi(rh))] n (1 - Z- ‘i(rh)) 
=(~&+zi)~z-p~~z~~=(~$?zi)(~o~Z-i)=h~p~hZh, 
where by the lemma 
In the same way 
if h 2 0, 
if h < 0. 
zelL^(rh)) 
I 
fl (1 - Z&h)) 
h 
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where 
PI, = 
f$Jh&* if h 2 0, 
t$tJh&+ if k < 0. 
Since 
F(l -Z&))n(l -Z-‘&J)= &)i(z-‘), 
h 
it follows from the lemma that the coefficients fl: of this product are 
t~rJh~ if k < 0. 
Then it comes that 
0, 2 C,-(Z) - i jj”)(+, 0, LJzj = 
cg,!(p_l) $AR’(q5,u,L)Zj 
j= -n JJT=l(l - ZL^(rj))(l -ZplL(rj)) 
with 8!““)($, 0, L) = ‘R’AJj$ + ‘R’A’J’$ - (I;= 1 R,)‘$Jj$. 
Thisj leads to 
&(Z) 
= of CT_!CP_lJ 5~R’(&,0, L)Zj + (x7= _n $O’Zj) ng=, (l - zL^(rj))(l - z-'L^(rj)) 
ng=, (1 - ZL(rj))(l - ZZ’ii(rj)) 
and 
( jgn P)Zj) j$I (1 - zL(rj))(l - zm lL(rj)) 
=-- ’ ( 5 Ji?iz2nui) ( F $p_iz2p-i) = kp ‘F: &,i = 
f+P 
“Tp &+,+pzi 
i=O i=O i= p(n+p) 
with 8. = xi _ 9”(? $J ._ n h p (I h). 
Finally, it” cirnes that 
df(Z) = c7f 
cg2 tp+“j 3j(+2 u, L)zj 
ng=l (1 - ZL^(rj))(l - Z-‘L^(rj)) 
with 
$j(4> 0, L, = 
CQYJ 0 L) + z. 
$ 
,+?I+p&:o~ 4
,+,+,(4,&L) if jE{O, 1, . . ..p - l}, 
if jE{P, . . ..p + rz} 
and Sj($,0,L) = 9”_j(~,e,L) VjE{l , . . ..p + r~}. This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Remark 1. The matrix J which we use to define AL is of dimension 
(q - p + 1) x (q - p + 1) while it is of dimension (p + 1) x (p + 1) elsewhere in 
Theorem 1. We keep the notation J for the same type of matrices. 
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Remark 2. When (4 - p) < 0, there is no pole at 0 and the autocovariance generating 
function is simply given by 
o,2eg(z) = 2 RI + i R.i 
j=l 1 - ZL(rj) j= 1 1 - Zp ‘L^(rj) - j$l Rj 
CTl!(,_ 1) 3j(4> etL)Z’ 
ng=,(l - Z~(rj))(l - Z-‘i(rj))’ 
where 
g@,O,L) = ‘R’A( J’ + ‘Jj)$ - $J’& Vje{O, 1, . . . . p - l}. tl 
Now, let us consider the situation where the probability generating function J? is not 
injective. In this case, the randomly sampled model may be reduced. Denote by 
L,,L,, . ..) & the distinct values in the sequence (L(ri), i(r2), . . . , at-,)). Let us divide 
the set { 1,2, . . . . p} into b distinct and non-empty classes E,, E2, . . . . Eb such that 
Ej = {h/i(r,,) = ij}. Then clearly 
i RjA 
j= 1 1 - ZL(rj) = jil l$.$ 
where Rj = 1 R,. 
J heEj 
This leads to Corollary 1 where the matrix A is of definition (b + 1) x b and 
R’ = ‘(R;, R;, . . . . R;). 
Corollary 1. Assume that the poles of X are simple and that (q - p) 2 0. If b denotes the 
number of distinct and non-zero values of L, then the autocovariance generating function 
of the process x” is 
da(z) = 0,” 
c,“=‘: (b + “) 3j(43 Ed L)z’ 
nS= 1 (1 - Z~j)(l - Z-‘Lj)’ 
where 
Sj = 9”_j, Vje{1,2 ,..., n + b}, 
g(4,e, L, = 
~~!““‘(~,e,L)+~+,+,(~,e,L) \dj~{O,l,..., b- l}, 
ff 
I+b+n(40,L) Qe{b,...,b + n>, 
Vje{O,l,...,b- l}. 
zj(4,& L) = i (‘sA~-h~‘)(‘~J”-(j-h)~) Vji{O, 1, . . ..b + n}. 
h=O 
Remark 3. In the case of Corollary 1, the matrix J used to define AL is of dimension 
(q - b + 1) x (q - b + 1) while it is of dimension (b + 1) x (b + 1) elsewhere (in this 
corollary). 
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Corollary 2. Assume that q = 0 and that the poles of X are simple. Then the 
autocouariance generating function of the process 2 is 
&z) = 0: 
~,"~!(,_~)~j(4~O~L)zj 
nT=,(l - ZL^(rj))(l - Z-‘II( 
with IF?j = 9”-j, Vj~{1,2 , . . ..p}. and the coeficients Sj have the matrix form: 
g(4,O,L)= ‘R’A(J’+‘J’)$- ‘$J’$ Vj~{O,l,...,p- l}. 
Proof. In this case, we have no pole at 0 and the autocovariance generating function 
of T? is as in Remark .3 with Rj = [ril/~(j)(rj)~(r,~‘)]. 
Corollary 3. Assume that q = 0 and that the process X is with simple poles. If b denotes 
the number of distinct and non-zero values of L, then the autocovariance generating 
function of the process r? is 
&z) = 0,’ 
Cil!tb_l) sj(4,0, L)zj 
nP= l(1 - Z~j)(l - Z-‘Lj) 
with gj = 3-j Vjg {1,2, . . . . b - 1) and the coeficients gj have the matrix form: 
Jj($,O, L) = ‘R”A(J’ + tJj)$ - VjE{O, 1, . . . . b - l}. 
Corollary 4. Assume that p = 0. Then the autocouariance generating function of the 
process X is 
ET(z) = of f ~j(O, 8, L)z’, 
j= -n 
where 4 = 9”-j Vje{1,2 ,..., n}, n is the highest integer such that nl I q and the 
coeficients !Jj are quadratic in the parameters gj, 
3j(0,Q,L)=‘eA~e VjE{O,1,2 ,..., n}. 
Proof. For p = 0, we obtain 
g(O,e,L)= 6”j++.+,(0,8,L) Vjj{O,...,n) 
j+n 
= hgo (‘$dyhq’)(‘&J -(j+n-h)$), 
All the terms in (t$J -cj+n-h)$) vanish except for h = j + n. So 
3j(O, e, L) = ‘&licp’. 
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As the matrix AL has the following form: 
"' 0 0 
... 0 0 
we obtain 
h=jI 
But S,, = ‘BJhO by the lemma, so 
g(O,o,L)=‘o(~,L;‘J”)O=‘8AeU 0 
3.2. ARMA models with multiple poles 
Let us introduce the following notations. 
SI,S2,,.., s,,, are the respective multiplicity orders of the poles rl, r2,. . . , rPZ. 
@), @), &) 2 , . . . . cx$ 1 are the coefficients of the expansion of 
xp-%(x)o(x-l) 
nhzj(x - rh)Sh n,(l - Xrh)Sh 
in powers of (x - rj) at (sj- 1) order, and c@ = 1 Vj~{1,2, . . ..p’). 
Set PI” = RjC~~ilfi’h’U~f) r -h, j E {I, 2, . . . ,p’} and i E {O, 1, ..,, sj - l}; t_he coeffi- 
CiCntS (f;‘h’)O~i~sj~l,i~h~s,~l are obtained from the expansion of (1 - zL(x))-’ in 
powers of (x - rj) at (sj - 1) order in the following way: 
(1 - ZL^(X))pl = (1 - ZL^(rj))-’ 
s, + 1 
1 + C Fh(j)(Z)(X - rj)h + O((x - rj)sjP1), 
h=l 1 
where 
fd”’ = 1 Vh E {O,l, . ..,Sj- 1) and F,?(Z) = i fi’“‘(rj) ‘1 
i=l (1 - zL(rj))” 
Set /I(j) = ‘(p&j),/?$j), .. . . pi!’ 1). 
Let 6-Cj.i), forjE{l,2, . . ..p’} and i~{O,l , . .., Sj - 11, be the polynomial defined by 
&(j.i)(z) = (z _ i(rj))“lp 1 -i n (z _ itrh)p = ‘-imE &lj.Ozp- 1 -i-h, 
h#j h=O 
with 6ki = 1. 
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The polynomial Go’ ii agrees with the characteristic polynomial of the randomly 
sampled process 2, except for the root L^(rj) which is now of multiplicity (Sj - 1 - i). 
Denote by ,4(j) the matrix of dimension (p + 1) x sj (Jo {l, 2,. ..,p’}), 
0 
. . . 
&L-2, 
. . . 
. . 
0 
The main result of this section is the following result. 
Theorem 2. Assume that the process X has p’ distinct poles and that (q - p) 2 0. Then 
C,-(z) = CT,’ 
cg,‘: (p+nj 3j(43 H, L)z’ 
np-1 (1 - ZLl(rj))(l - Z-‘L^(rj))’ 
where 
h=O 
Vj’j{O,l, . . ..p + n}. 
Proof. In this case, we have 
s 
k,(x) dx 
’ 
X “-‘o(x)o(x-1) dx 
-_=c 
c, 1 - L(x) x s ng’ 1 (x - rj)“J(l - rjx)sj 1 - zL(x) .
We have only to calculate the residue at multiple poles rj. The residue at pole 0 has 
been obtained in the proof of Theorem 1. 
The residue at the pole rj is then the coefficient of (x - rj)sjp ’ in the expansion of the 
expression 
X p-1 1 
flhSj(x - rh)Sh flh(l - xrh)Sh 1 - z’(x) 
in powers of (x - rj). 
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Recall that we denote by c$‘, cry’, GIN) , . . . , c$’ 1 the coefficients of the expansion of 
xp-lo(x)o(x-l) 
Rj’ nh+j(x - Th)Sh n,(l - xrp 
in powers of (x - Yj) at (sj - 1) order. 
On the other hand, we have 
1 - ZL^(X) = (1 - Z~(rj)) - Z “~I ~ I’“’ + O((X - rj)S’-l), 
h=l 
iCh) is the derived function of order h of L. From the last formula, we obtain 
(1 - ZL(X))-’ = (1 - ZL^(rj))-’ 
s,- 1 
1 + 1 Fh(j)(Z)(X - rj)h + O((X - rj)sj-‘), 
h=l 1 
where the F,‘j) are, for every rj, rational fractions in z. The highest degree in z at the 
numerator as well as at the denominator of F,“’ is h: 
F,?(Z) = i fi(hyrj) ‘1 
i=l (1 - zL(rj))” 
Thus the autocovariance generating function of the process 2 is the following: 
+i 
R.i Sj- 1 1 us;, 1 _Jqj)(z- ‘) 
j=l 1 - Z-‘L^(rj) i=O 
- j~l Rjtlrj'l + ~ ~~"'(~,e,L)Zj 
j= -n 
with F&j)(z) = 1 Vj~{1,2,...,p’} and VZE]U,U-‘[. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, let us express the term 
[ 
o;Qz) - i: q!O’(&fY, L)zj . j= -n 1 
Let us denote by N,(rj) the numerator of the expression Cf’=i’ c@ 1 _iF!“(Z). SO 
SJ - 1 s, - 1 
i=O h=i 
Then expression (7) becomes 
i 
RjNz(rj) +t 
RjNl(r.) z J 
j= 1 (1 - ZL(rj))“’ j= 1 (1 - Z-‘L(rj))“l 
- jfl Rjmii’_ 1 
(7) 
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After reducing to the same denominator in (8), we obtain at the numerator the 
expression: 
jjZl RjN=(rj) hv_ (1 - &,))s” JJ (1 - zplL(rh))Sh 
1 h 
The polynomial CT: 1 Rji$(rj) n ii j (1 - ZL(rj))“’ may be written as 
Set 
&L 5 ( 
min(s, - 1, i) 
h;O &q’pp . 
j= 1 1 
The vector ‘(Jo*, (P”T, .. . , (p”_, ,O) may b e written in a matrix form as 
htl Ach’pch). 
Thus the first summand in formula (9) is equal to 
Cp-l )izo 4: zi (z - l az)). 
The second summand in formula (9) is equal to 
(9) 
and, as in the proof of Theorem 2, we derive the results by applying the lemma. 13 
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Now let us consider the case when the probability generating function is non- 
injective. As for Corollary 1, we divide the set { 1,2, . . ..p’> into b distinct and 
non-empty classes E 1, E2, . . . , Eb (see previous section). Let mj be the highest multipli- 
city order of poles whose image is ij. Then the expression 
5 
RjNz(rj) 
j=l (1 - ZL^(rj))“’ 
= j$l cz;’ “!;l”‘,;-::‘)Y-i 
may be simplified to 
E c~~;rp;(i)ai(l _ ,ij)mj-l-i 
j=l (1 - .kj)mj 
‘Ir 
with /If(j) = ChGEj (c;;i P?‘). 
In the next corollary, the matrix A”’ is of dimension (b + 1) x mj forj E { 1, . . . , b} and 
the matrix J is of dimension (b + 1) x (b + 1). Set /Y(j) = ‘(&/j), /I;(j), . . ..fi$‘_ i). 
Corollary 5. Assume that X has p’ distinct poles and that (q - p) 2 0. If b denotes the 
number of distinct and non zero values of L, then 
&(z) = CJ: 
cjb_+“_ (b+“j 4(49 e,L)z’ 
n,“=, (1 - zLj)“j(l - Z-lij)mj’ 
where 
&(4,&L) = i (‘sd~-h~‘)(f~~p-(j-h)~) Vj~{O,l,...,b + n}. 
h=O 
Remark 4. Note that the polynomials 6G.i) are equal to (1 _ zLj)mJ-l -( 
x nh+j(l - z&)mh in Corollary 5. 
4. Examples 
In this section, we apply the previous results to some simple ARMA model 
examples. 
Example 1. Let X be a moving average model of order 1. 
x, = E, + eE,_1. 
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We suppose that the distribution law L is a Poisson one on N*. 
)j-1 
Lj=e-” ” 
(j-l)!’ j2 l, 
OX = of ~ g(O, 8, L)Zj, 
j= -1 
AL = L, J = 
3~(0,0, L) = 1 f V, $ (O,O, L) = OL, ) 
d?(Z) = 0,’ 
L10Z2 + (1 + 82)z2 + L,d 
Z 
In the following array (Table l), we compute the zero inside the unit circle of the 
randomly sampled model. 
Table 1 
i 8 
-0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 
: 0.3355 0.3276 0.3128 0.2901 0.2589 0.2192 0.1719 0.1183 0.0603 
a 0.4744 0.4604 0.4352 0.3980 0.3496 0.2913 0.2252 0.1533 0.0776 
Example 2. Let X be an autoregressive process of order 1: X, + 4X,_ 1 = E,. Let L be 
the Bernouiili law on N*. 
Lj = P’-‘(1 - p)“-j, jE(1,2}, 
2 1 - C(-4) 
c,-(z) = 1$2 (1 - z&&)(1 - zY’&@)’ 
$44 = (1 - PM + P4’. 
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